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GeoSky Alert GSG-01010 Internal Antenna- 1 Year Svc The Internal antenna unit is perfect for all types of motorcycles, 
ATVs, Jeeps, convertibles, composite bodied vehicles and 
vehicles where the unit can be discreetly installed without 
metal above the unit. With a one-year international (135 
different countries) service subscription, updating every 30 
seconds or if the vehicle turns more than 3 degrees

$438.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-01020 Internal Antenna- 3 Year Svc The Internal antenna unit is perfect for all types of motorcycles, 
ATVs, Jeeps, convertibles, composite bodied vehicles and 
vehicles where the unit can be discreetly installed without 
metal above the unit. With a three-year international (135 
different countries) service subscription, updating every 30 
seconds or if the vehicle turns more than 3 degrees.

$748.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-01030 Internal Antenna- 5 Year Svc The Internal antenna unit is perfect for all types of motorcycles, 
ATVs, Jeeps, convertibles, composite bodied vehicles and 
vehicles where the unit can be discreetly installed without 
metal above the unit. With a five-year international (135 
different countries) service subscription, updating every 30 
seconds or if the vehicle turns more than 3 degrees.

$948.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-01101 1 Year Subscription One-year international (135 different countries) service 
subscription, updating every 30 seconds or if the vehicle turns 
more than 3 degrees with proprietary Mobile application for 
Apple and Android mobile platforms

$200.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-01103 3 Year Subscription Three-year international (135 different countries) service 
subscription, updating every 30 seconds or if the vehicle turns 
more than 3 degrees with proprietary Mobile application for 
Apple and Android mobile platforms.

$525.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-01105 5 Year Subscription Five-year international (135 different countries) service 
subscription, updating every 30 seconds or if the vehicle turns 
more than 3 degrees with proprietary Mobile application for 
Apple and Android mobile platforms.

$750.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-01210 Wiring Harness-fleet Connectorized Wiring Harness for GeoSky hardware $15.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-01211 Wiring Harness-fleet Connectorized Wiring Harness for GeoSky hardware $14.25

GeoSky Alert GSG-01212 Wiring Harness-fleet Connectorized Wiring Harness for GeoSky hardware $13.50

GeoSky Alert GSG-01220 Window Antenna-fleet The perfect antenna for vehicles where the tracking unit will be 
mounted below a metal panel or bodywork which can impact 
GPS reception. Maximum performance with discreet 
installation, it is a great fit for most cars and trucks.

$32.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-01221 Window Antenna-fleet The perfect antenna for vehicles where the tracking unit will be 
mounted below a metal panel or bodywork which can impact 
GPS reception. Maximum performance with discreet 
installation, it is a great fit for most cars and trucks.

$30.40

GeoSky Alert GSG-01222 Window Antenna-fleet The perfect antenna for vehicles where the tracking unit will be 
mounted below a metal panel or bodywork which can impact 
GPS reception. Maximum performance with discreet 
installation, it is a great fit for most cars and trucks.

$28.80

GeoSky Alert GSG-01230 Bulkhead Antenna-fleet The perfect antenna for trailers where the tracking unit will be 
mounted below a metal panel or bodywork which can impact 
GPS reception. Maximum performance with discreet 
installation

$32.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-01231 Bulkhead Antenna-fleet The perfect antenna for trailers where the tracking unit will be 
mounted below a metal panel or bodywork which can impact 
GPS reception. Maximum performance with discreet 
installation

$30.40

GeoSky Alert GSG-01232 Bulkhead Antenna-fleet The perfect antenna for trailers where the tracking unit will be 
mounted below a metal panel or bodywork which can impact 
GPS reception. Maximum performance with discreet 
installation

$28.80

GeoSky Alert GSG-02010 Hard-wire w/ 1 year service-fleet One-year international (135 different countries) service 
subscription renewal, updating every 30 seconds or if the 
vehicle turns more than 3 degrees with web based tracking 
software.

$469.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-02011 Hard-wire w/ 1 year service-fleet One-year international (135 different countries) service 
subscription renewal, updating every 30 seconds or if the 
vehicle turns more than 3 degrees with web based tracking 
software.

$445.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-02012 Hard-wire w/ 1 year service-fleet One-year international (135 different countries) service 
subscription renewal, updating every 30 seconds or if the 
vehicle turns more than 3 degrees with web based tracking 
software.

$424.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-02050 OBD w/ 1 year service -fleet OBD interface data with One-year international (135 different 
countries) service subscription, updating every 30 seconds or if 
the vehicle turns more than 3 degrees with web-based tracking 
software.

$484.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-02051 OBD w/ 1 year service-fleet    OBD interface data with One-year international (135 different 
countries) service subscription, updating every 30 seconds or if 
the vehicle turns more than 3 degrees with web-based tracking 
software.

$459.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-02052 OBD w/ 1 year service-fleet OBD interface data with One-year international (135 different 
countries) service subscription, updating every 30 seconds or if 
the vehicle turns more than 3 degrees with web-based tracking 
software.

$438.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-02101 Subscription Renewal- 1 Year-
fleet

One-year international (135 different countries) service 
subscription renewal, updating every 30 seconds or if the 
vehicle turns more than 3 degrees with web based tracking 
software.

$239.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-02102 Subscription Renewal- 1 Year-
fleet

One-year international (135 different countries) service 
subscription renewal, updating every 30 seconds or if the 
vehicle turns more than 3 degrees with web based tracking 
software.

$227.00

GeoSky Alert GSG-02103 Subscription Renewal- 1 Year-
fleet

One-year international (135 different countries) service 
subscription renewal, updating every 30 seconds or if the 
vehicle turns more than 3 degrees with web based tracking 
software.

$218.00

FULTON K1051 0301 BRAKE WINCH, 1000-POUND 
CAPACITY

Trailer Winch; 2-Speed; 1000 lb. Capacity $113.54 


